Abstract Let p be an odd prime number. In this paper, we characterize the nonabelian composition factors of a finite group with odd p-Sylow automizers, and then prove that the McKay conjecture, the Alperin weight conjecture and the Alperin-McKay conjecture hold for such a group.
In the rest of the paper, we always assume that p is an odd prime number. We remark that N G (P )/C G (P ) has odd order if and only if N G (P )/P C G (P ) has odd order. So we alternatively use N G (P )/C G (P ) and N G (P )/P C G (P ) during the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Reduction of Theorem 1.1
In this section, we prepare some results for the reduction of Theorem 1.1.
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a finite group with a Sylow p-subgroup P , and H a normal subgroup of G such that G = P H. Set Q = P ∩ H. Then we have C N H (Q)/QC H (Q) (P ) = N H (P )C H (Q)/QC H (Q), and the inclusion N H (P ) ⊂ N G (P ) induces a surjective group homomorphism
with kernel being a p-subgroup.
Proof. Clearly P acts on N H (Q)/QC H (Q) by conjugation, and the subgroup C N H (Q)/QC H (Q) (P ) of all P -fixed elements in N H (Q)/QC H (Q) is equal to N H (P )C H (Q)/QC H (Q). Since G = P H and N H (P ) ∩ QC H (Q) = QC H (P ), the inclusion N H (P ) ⊂ N G (P ) induces the surjective group homomorphism in the lemma. The kernel of the homomorphism is (N H (P )∩P C G (P ))C H (Q)/QC H (Q), which is a p-group. Proof. Let S be a nonabelian composition factor of G and P a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Since the odd Sylow p-automizer condition is inherited by factor groups, we may assume that S is a nonabelian simple subgroup of G. Since any principal series may be refined into a composition series and any two composition series are equivalent, we may further assume that there is a minimal normal subgroups N of G such that S is normal in N . If p does not divide the order of N , then p does not divide the order of S either. So it suffices to show Theorem 1.1 when p divides the order of N and then that of S. Clearly P is a Sylow p-subgroup of P N and N P N (P )/C P N (P ) has odd order. By induction, we may assume that G = P N .
We write N = S 1 × S 2 × · · · × S t for some isomorphic simple groups S 1 , S 2 , · · · , S t . Since S is normal in N , we may assume that S 1 = S. By [18, 3.3.10] , P permutably acts on the set {S 1 , S 2 , · · · , S t }. The orbit of this action containing S determines a direct factor N 1 of N , P N 1 is a direct factor of P N and N P N 1 (P )/C P N 1 (P ) has odd order. By induction, we may assume that P acts transitively on S 1 , S 2 , · · · , S t .
Set Q = P ∩ N . Clearly N N (P ) ⊂ N N (Q) and the inclusion induces a group homomorphism
It is easy to prove that the product z = Π u∈U x u ∈ N N (Q) and that zQC N (Q) centralizes P/Q. So N N (P )/C N (P ) has even order. This contradicts N G (P )/C G (P ) having odd order. So N S 1 (P 1 )/C S 1 (P 1 ) has odd order and so does N H (P 1 )/C H (P 1 ). By induction, we assume that N = S and G = SP .
Set R = C P (S). Then R is a normal p-subgroup of G, P/R is a Sylow p-subgroup of G/R and N G/R (P/R)/C G/R (P/R) has odd order. By induction, we assume that P acts faithfully on S by conjugation. Then G is an almost simple group and the proof is done by the assumption of the proposition.
Let R be a p-group. Denote by Z(R) the center of R. Lemma 2.3. Let G be a finite group and P a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Assume that P is nontrivial and that N G (P )/P C G (P ) has odd order. Then all nonidentity elements in Z(P ) are not real.
Proof. Take a nonidentity element t in Z(P ). Suppose that t is real in G. Then t and t −1 are Gconjugate to each other. By [2, Chapter 7, Theorem 1.1], there exists s ∈ N G (P ) such that t s = t −1 . Since t s 2 = t, the order o(s) of s has to be even; otherwise, t = t s o(s) = t −1 and t is the identity of G. Write o(s) = 2 m r with r an odd number. Since t s r = t −1 , s r lies in N G (P ) but outside C G (P ). So the image of s r in N G (P )/C G (P ) is a 2-element and N G (P )/C G (P ) has even order. That contradicts N G (P )/P C G (P ) having odd order. So t is not real.
Corollary 2.4. Let G be a finite group, P a Sylow p-subgroup of G, and S a normal nonabelian simple subgroup of G. Assume that N G (P )/P C G (P ) has odd order and that p divides the order of S. Assume that S is a simple group of Lie type over F q , the field of q-elements, that p ∤ q, and that S is not
there is a simply-connected simple algebraic group G over the algebraic closureF q of F q with a Frobenius map F : G → G, such that S is isomorphic to G F /Z(G F ). Assume that S is not of any type in the corollary. Then G is not of type A n with n ≥ 2, D 2n+1 , or E 6 . By [19, Proposition 3.1 (i) and (ii)], all semisimple elements in G F are real. Since p ∤ q, all p-elements in G F are semisimple and real. Thus all p-elements in S are real. But by the assumption and Lemma 2.3, all nonidentity elements in Z(P ) ∩ S are not real in G. That causes a contradiction.
Proof of Theorem 1.1
In order to prove Theorem 1.1, by Proposition 2.2, it suffices to show the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let G be an almost simple finite group, P a Sylow p-subgroup of G, and S the socle of G. Assume that G = SP and that N G (P )/P C G (P ) has odd order. Then either S has cyclic Sylow p-subgroups, or S = PSL 2 (q) for some power q = p f ≡ 3 (mod 4). Proof. When S is A n , the group G is equal to S. Given an element t in S with order p, we write t as a product (a 11 a 12 · · · a 1p )(a 21 a 22 · · · a 2p ) · · · (a k1 a k2 · · · a kp ) of k disjoint cycles. When k ≥ 2, t is centralized by (a 11 a 21 )(a 12 a 22 ) · · · (a 1p a 2p ); when n − kp ≥ 2, t is centralized by an involution (ij) with i, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n}− {a 11 , a 12 , · · · , a 1p , a 21 , a 22 , · · · , a 2p , a k1 , a k2 , · · · , a kp }. So, when k ≥ 2 or n − kp ≥ 2, the conjugacy class of t in A n is equal to the conjugacy class of t in the Symmetric group S n ; in particular, t and t −1 are conjugate in A n and t is real. But by Lemma 2.3 and the assumption in Theorem 3.1, all nonidentity elements in Z(P ) are not real. So k ≤ 1 and n − kp ≤ 1. This implies that n = p or n = p + 1 and thus that Sylow p-subgroups of S have to be cyclic. Proof. Since p is odd, we have G = S and P = Q. Clearly the N G (P )-conjugation induces an action of N G (P )/P on the set I of all nontrivial irreducible ordinary character of P/P ′ , where P ′ is the derived subgroup of P . The stabilizer of any character λ ∈ I contains P C G (P ), so the length of the orbit of the action containing λ divides the order of N G (P )/P C G (P ). When P is noncyclic, by checking [20] , the length of the orbit containing λ for any λ ∈ I is always even. By the assumption, P has to be cyclic.
We use the notation SL ǫ , GL ǫ , PGL ǫ and PSL ǫ to denote SL, GL, PGL and PSL respectively when ǫ = +, and SU, GU, PGU and PSU respectively when ǫ = −. Suppose that L = SL ǫ n (q) and H = GL ǫ n (q) for a power q of some prime r. The group H is isomorphic to GL ǫ (V ), where V is F n q when ǫ = + and F n q 2 when ǫ = −. Here F q denotes the field of q-elements. We fix a basis e 1 , · · · , e n of V , and suppose that it is orthonormal if ǫ = −. We suppose that if (x ij ) ∈ H corresponds to f ∈ GL ǫ (V ) under the isomorphism, then (x ij ) is the matrix of f under the basis e 1 , · · · , e n . Denote by σ the field automorphism H → H, (x ij ) → (x r ij ). The isomorphism σ induces field automorphisms on SL ǫ n (q), GL ǫ n (q), PGL ǫ n (q) and PSL ǫ n (q), and we denote these automorphisms by σ for convenience. Let σ 0 be the p-part of σ.
Suppose that p and r are different. Let R be a Sylow p-subgroup of H. By [3, Chapter 3, §10] and [4, Chapter 4, §4.10], we have R = R T ⋊ R W ; there is a decomposition (which is orthogonal if ǫ = −)
of V (compatible with the given basis) as
there is a subgroup Σ of N H (R T ), such that Σ is centralized by σ and isomorphic to S m and it acts on the sets
Clearly σ 0 stabilizes GL ǫ (V 1 ) and R W . We choose R 1 to be a σ 0 -stable p-Sylow subgroup of GL ǫ (V 1 ) and then construct R i with the isomorphism V i ∼ = V 1 for any 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Then R T is σ 0 -stable and so are R and LR. Set H * = (LR) ⋊ σ 0 , P * = R ⋊ σ 0 and Q * = L ∩ P * .
Lemma 3.4. Theorem 3.1 holds when S = PSL ǫ n (q) with n ≥ 3, ǫ = ± and p ∤ q.
Proof. Since G = SP is an almost simple group and p > 2, by the structure of the automorphism group of S, we assume that G is a subgroup of PGL
by a suitable conjugation, we may assume that G and P are contained in H * /M and P * M/M respectively. a. Suppose p | (q − ǫ). Then e = 1 and m = n. Let V i be the subspace generated by e i . Without loss of generality, we identify Σ with S n and suppose that S n acts on the set {e 1 , · · · , e n } by permuting subscripts.
Suppose that there is an involution s ∈ N Sn (R W ). Take t to be s if the determinant of s is 1 and sdiag(1, · · · , 1, −1) if the determinant of s is −1. Note that t ∈ L, that t stabilizes R T and R, that t and σ 0 commute, and that t normalizes Q * . For any x ∈ R 1 , we have txt
. We write t into a product (i 1 i 2 )(j 1 j 2 ) · · · of transpositions with disjoint letters. Without loss of generality, we suppose (i 1 i 2 ) = (12). Take some x = diag(a −1 , a, 1, · · · , 1) ∈ Q * for some a = 1. Since
we have a 2 = 1. Since p is odd, a = 1. That causes a contradiction. Sot is not in C S (P )Q, the image oft in N S (P )/C S (P ) is an involution, N S (P )/C S (P ) has even order and so does N G (P )/C G (P ).
We prove that such s exists when p | (q − ǫ). By the proof in the last two paragraphs, N G (P )/C G (P ) has even order. That contradicts the assumption in Theorem 3.1.
Suppose n ≥ p + 2. By [6, Lemma 3.3(i)], there is an involution s ∈ N An (R W ). Suppose n = p or p + 1. We choose R W to be the subgroup generated by the cycle (12 · · · p) and can take s = (1, p)(2, p − 1) · · · (
2 ). Suppose 4 ≤ n < p. Then R W is trivial and we can take s = (12)(34). Suppose n = 3. We can take s = (12).
b. Suppose p ∤ (q − ǫ). Then R L and e > 1. When m = 1, R is cyclic and so is Sylow p-subgroup of S. So we may assume that m ≥ 2. We identify Σ with S n .
By the proof of [6, Proposition 3.5], there is an involution t ∈ N Am (R W ), except when p > m = 2, 3 and when m = p or p+1. In this case, by a proof similar to the proof in the second and third paragraphs in the case a, we prove that N G (P )/C G (P ) has even order.
When p > m = 2, 3 or m = p or p + 1, we take t to be the element t in the corresponding case in the proof of [6, Proposition 3.5] . Again, by a proof similar to the proof in the second and third paragraphs in the case a, we prove that N G (P )/C G (P ) has even order.
q be a quadratic space of type ǫ, where q is a power of some prime r. Set H = GO(V ) and L = Ω(V ). Choose an orthogonal basis e 1 , · · · , e n of V . For any f ∈ H, denote by (x ij ) f the matrix under the basis e 1 , · · · , e n . The map H → GO ǫ 2n (q), f → (x ij ) f is a group isomorphism and it sends L onto Ω ǫ 2n (q). Denote by σ the field automorphism H → H, (x ij ) → (x r ij ). The isomorphism σ induces field automorphisms on L and PΩ 
of V as F q R T -modules, such that V i ∼ = V 1 for any 1 ≤ i ≤ m is a quadratic space of dimension d and type ǫ p and either dimV 0 < d or dimV 0 = d and V 0 has type −ǫ p ; the basis e 1 , · · · , e n of V can be chosen, so that it is compatible with the decomposition and the isomorphisms V i ∼ = V 1 for all i; R T = R 1 × · · · × R m with R i a cyclic subgroup of a cyclic maximal torus T i of GO(V i ), acting orthogonally indecomposably on V i and trivially on V j for all j = i, and |T i | = q d/2 − ǫ p ; there is a subgroup Σ of N H (R T ), such that Σ is centralized by σ and isomorphic to S m and it acts on the sets {V 1 , · · · , V m }, {T 1 , · · · , T m } and {R 1 , · · · , R m } by permuting subscripts; R W is a Sylow p-subgroup of Σ.
Clearly σ 0 stabilizes GL(V 1 ) and R W . We choose R 1 to be a σ 0 -stable p-Sylow subgroup of GO(V 1 ) and construct R i with the isomorphism V i ∼ = V 1 for any 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Then R T is σ 0 -stable and so is R. Proof. Since p is odd, we may identify Q with R. Since G = SP and n ≥ 5, by the structure of the automorphism group of S, we assume that G is a subgroup of S ⋊ σ 0 and that P is a subgroup of P * = R ⋊ σ 0 .
Suppose that V 0 = 0, or p ∤ m and m > 1. By the first and second paragraph of the part (b) of the proof of [6, Proposition 3.6], some nonidentity element of Z(P ) is real in G. But by Lemma 2.3 and the assumption in Theorem 3.1, all nonidentity element of Z(P ) are not real in G. So a contradiction arises. Suppose that m = 1. Then Q is cyclic.
Suppose that V 0 = 0, m ≥ 2 and p|m. By the parts (c), (d) and (e) of the proof of [6, Proposition 3.6], there is a σ 0 -fixed involution t ∈ L − Z(L) such that (−1 V ) j t for some suitable j ∈ {0, 1} belongs to N Sm (R W ), where 1 V is the identity map on V .
Denote byt the image of t in S. Clearly t normalizes R T and R. Since P = R(P ∩ σ 0 ),t ∈ N S (P ). Suppose thatt ∈ C S (P ). Thent ∈ C S (P ) ⊂ C S (Q) and [t, R] ⊂ {±1 V }. Next we use the inclusion [t, R] ⊂ {±1 V } to produce a contradiction. We may assume that t is an involution in S m . We write t into a product (i 1 i 2 )(j 1 j 2 ) · · · of transpositions with disjoint letters. Without loss of generality, we suppose (
That causes a contradiction. Thereforē t is outside C S (P ), N S (P )/C S (P ) has even order and so does N G (P )/C G (P ). That contradicts the assumption in Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 3.6. Theorem 3.1 holds when S = E ǫ 6 (q) with ǫ = ± and p ∤ q. Proof. Suppose p ∤ (q 5 − ǫ)(q 9 − ǫ); by the first paragraph of the proof of [6, Proposition 3.8], Z(P ) ∩ Q contains a nonidentity real element in S. But, since N G (P )/P C G (P ) has odd order, by Lemma 2.3, all nonidentity element in Z(P ) are not real. That causes a contradiction.
Suppose
. Then p = 3; otherwise, q 2 + ǫq + 1 = (q − ǫ) 2 + 3ǫq, p ∤ (q 2 + ǫq + 1) and p ∤ (q 3 − ǫ); that contradicts the assumption. Since G = SP is an almost simple group, by the structure of the group Aut(S), we may assume that G = S ⋊ ϕ and P = Q ⋊ ϕ for a suitable field automorphism ϕ of S.
SetŜ = E ǫ 6 (q) sc . ThenŜ is a universal cover of S. By [4, Remark 2.4.11 and Theorem 2.5.14 (d)], the field automorphism ϕ can be uniquely lifted to a field automorphismφ ofŜ. LetQ be the Sylow p-subgroup of the converse image of Q inŜ. Clearly ϕ normalizes Q,φ normalizesQ, the action of ϕ on S induces an action of ϕ on N S (Q)/QC S (Q), and the action ofφ onŜ induces an action ofφ on NŜ(Q)/QCŜ(Q). The natural surjective homomorphismŜ → S induces a group isomorphism
compatible with field automorphisms ϕ andφ. In particular, an element in NŜ(Q)/QCŜ(Q) is fixed bŷ ϕ if and only if the corresponding element in N S (Q)/QC S (Q) is fixed by ϕ.
Suppose that ǫ = +. We claim that p = 5. Otherwise, since p ∤ (q − 1), we have q = 5k + t, where t = 0, or 2, or 3, or 4; since q 3 − 1 ≡ t 3 − 1 (mod 5), p ∤ (q 3 − 1); that contradicts the assumption p | (q 3 − ǫ). Since p does not divide the order of the Weyl group ofŜ, by the proof of [14, Proposition 7] ,φ fixes an involution in NŜ(Q)/CŜ(Q). Soφ fixes an involution in NŜ(Q)/QCŜ(Q) and ϕ fixes an involution in N S (Q)/QC S (Q). In particular, P fixes an involution in N S (Q)/QC S (Q). By Lemma 2.1, we have a surjective homomorphism C N S (Q)/QC S (Q) (P ) → N G (P )/P C G (P ) with kernel being a psubgroup. The image in N G (P )/P C G (P ) of the involution fixed by P is an involution. That contradicts the assumption in Theorem 3.1.
Suppose that ǫ = −. Similarly we use the proof of [14, Proposition 7] to prove that N G (P )/P C G (P ) contains an involution. That contradicts the assumption in Theorem 3.1 again.
Suppose that 3 = p|(q − ǫ). It is proved in the proof of [6, Proposition 3.8] that Z(P ) ∩ Q contains a nonidentity real element z in S. By Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 3.1, that causes a contradiction.
Suppose that 3 = p|(q − ǫ). Let G be a simply connected simple algebraic group of type E 6 over F q with a Frobenius map F : G → G, such thatŜ = G F . By [11, Theorem 25.11] , there is a uniquê S-conjugacy class of maximal tori T in G such that T = T F has order (q − ǫ) 6 and that NŜ(T )/T is the Weyl group of E 6 . By the Frattini argument, we may assume that P normalizes A = NŜ(T ) and T . By the last paragraph of the proof of [6, Proposition 3.8], A has a subgroup B containing T and fixed by P , such that N B (Q) =Q ⋊ C 2 =Q ⋊ t . The image of t in NŜ(Q)/QCŜ(Q) is an involution fixed by P and the corresponding element in N S (Q)/QC S (Q) is an involution fixed by P . As above, we use Lemma 2.1 to prove that N G (P )/P C G (P ) contains an involution. That causes a contradiction. 
Proof. Suppose that
Suppose that S = D 4 (q) or p = 3, where q is a power of p. By the structure of automorphism groups of finite simple groups, we may suppose that G = S ⋊ δ and P = Q ⋊ δ for a suitable field automorphism δ of order a power of p. Since p is odd, it is known that there is a simply connected simple algebraic group G overF q with a Frobenius map F : G → G such that S = G F /Z(G F ). By [4, Remark 2.4.11 and Theorem 2.5.14 (d)], the field automorphism δ can be uniquely lifted to a field automorphism σ of G F . Denote by R the Sylow p-subgroup of the converse image of Q in G F . Since δ stabilizes Q, σ stabilizes R. The natural surjective homomorphism G F → S induces a group isomorphism
is fixed by σ if and only if its imaged in N S (Q)/QC S (Q) is fixed by δ if and only ifd ∈ C N S (Q)/QC S (Q) (P ). By Lemma 2.1, we have a surjective homomorphism C N S (Q)/QC S (Q) (P ) → N G (P )/P C G (P ) with kernel being a p-subgroup. The image in N G (P )/P C G (P ) ofd is an involution. So in order to prove the lemma, it suffices to show that there is a σ-fixed involution in
Let T be a F -stable maximal torus of G and Φ the root system of G with respect to T (a subset of the character group of T ). Denote by G a the additive group. For each α, there is a morphism x α : G a → G of algebraic groups, which induces an isomorphism onto x α (G a ) such that tx α (c)t −1 = x α (α(t)c) for any t ∈ T and any c ∈F q . The image of x α is called the root subgroup of G with respect to T associated with α, denoted by U α . For any α ∈ Φ and any nonzero t ∈F q , set
Then T = h α (t)|t ∈F q − {0}, α ∈ Φ . Let ∆ be a fundamental system of Φ and Φ + the corresponding positive subsystem of Φ. Set U = U α |α ∈ Φ + and B = T U . Then B is a F -stable Borel subgroup of G containing T with the unipotent radical U . It is known that U F is a Sylow p-subgroup of G F . Since R is also a Sylow p-subgroup of G F , we may assume that R = U F .
Suppose that the permutation on the coxeter graph associated with Φ induced by F is trivial. Further assume that the rank of Φ is bigger than 1. Then we can choose two fundamental roots r = s ∈ Φ such that h r (−1)
In particular, the image of h r (−1) in N G F (R)/RC G F (R) is an involution. Since σ(h r (−1)) = h r (−1), the involution is fixed by σ and so the group N G (P )/P C G (P ) has even order. This contradicts the assumption in Theorem 3.1. So the rank of Φ has to be 1 and then S is isomorphic to PSL 2 (q). In this case, by [6, Theorem A] , q = p f ≡ 3 (mod 4).
Suppose that the permutation ρ on the coxeter graph associated with Φ induced by F is nontrivial. In this case, since p is odd, Φ is type of A, D, E or G 2 .
Suppose that Φ is type of A ℓ . Further suppose that ℓ ≥ 4. We choose roots r and s in the coxeter graph associated with Φ as the following r s . . .
ρ(r) ρ(s)
Set h = h s (−1)h ρ(s) (−1) and g = x r (u)x ρ(r) (u q ) for some u ∈ F q 2 − {0}. Clearly h is a σ-fixed involution in T F , g is an element of R and g h = x r (−u)x ρ(r) (−u q ) = g. So the image of h in N G F (R)/RC G F (R) is a σ-fixed involution and N G (P )/P C G (P ) has even order.
Suppose that ℓ = 3 and that {r, s, ρ(r)} is a fundamental system of Φ. Set h = h s (−1) and g = x r (u)x ρ(r) (u q ) for some u ∈ F q 2 − {0}. Similarly, the image of h in N G F (R)/RC G F (R) is a σ-fixed involution and N G (P )/P C G (P ) has even order.
Suppose that
The equalities force t 1 = 0. But t 1 may take nonzero element in F q 2 . That causes a contradiction. Suppose that Φ is type of E 6 . Then, as in the case A ℓ for ℓ ≥ 4, we prove that N G (P )/P C G (P ) has even order. That causes a contradiction.
Suppose that Φ is type of D ℓ for ℓ ≥ 4. Suppose that ℓ ≥ 5 or that S = 2 D 4 (q). As in the case A ℓ for ℓ = 3, we prove that N G (P )/P C G (P ) has even order. Suppose that S = 3 D 4 (q). We take the coxeter graph associated with Φ as the following
Take h = h r 1 (−1)h r 2 (−1)h r 3 (−1) ∈ T F and g = x s (u) ∈ R for some nonzero u ∈ F q . Since g h = x s (−u) and σ(h) = h, the image of h in N G F (R)/RC G F (R) is a σ-fixed involution and N G (P )/P C G (P ) has even order. In a word, N G (P )/P C G (P ) always has even order when Φ is type of D ℓ for ℓ ≥ 4. That causes a contradiction.
Suppose that Φ is type of G 2 . In this case, p = 3 and q = 3 2m+1 . We suppose that {a, b} is a fundamental system of Φ with b the short root. Any element of R can be uniquely written as a product
, where u, v, w ∈ F and θ is a field automorphism on F q such that 3θ 2 = 1.
Then by the uniqueness, we have u = w = 0. That is impossible. So h ∈ N G F (R) − C G F (R). Since σ(h) = h, the image of h in N G F (R)/RC G F (R) is a σ-fixed involution. Thus N G (P )/P C G (P ) has even order. That causes a contradiction. Finally, suppose that S = D 4 (q) and p = 3. We choose a simply connected simple algebraic group G with a Frobenius map F : G → G so that G F /Z(G F ) ∼ = S. In order to avoid repeat, we directly use the notation in the fourth paragraph in the proof to the algebraic group G here. We take the coxeter graph associated with Φ as in the 11th paragraph. Set h = h r 1 (−1)h r 2 (−1)h r 3 (−1) ∈ T F and g = x s (u) ∈ R for some nonzero u ∈ F q . Since g h = x s (−u) and field and graph automorphisms on G F fix h, the imagē h of h in N G F (R)/RC G F (R) is an involution fixed by field and graph automorphisms on G F . The natural map G F → S induces a group isomorphism N G F (R)/RC G F (R) ∼ = N S (Q)/QC S (Q), and field and graph automorphisms on S can be lifted to field and graph automorphisms on G F . So the imageh ofh in N S (Q)/QC S (Q) is fixed by field and graph automorphisms on S. Since p = 3, by the structure of the automorphism group of S, we may assume that G = S ⋊P , whereP is an automorphism subgroup of S generated by suitable field and graph automorphisms. Clearlyh lies inside C N S (Q)/QC S (Q) (P ). Then, as in the fourth paragraph, we use Lemma 2.1 to prove that N G (P )/P C G (P ) has to be of even order. That causes a contradiction. The proof is done.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose that S is B 2 (2) ′ . In this case, S is isomorphic to A 6 and Theorem 3.1 follows from Lemma 3.2.
Suppose that S is G 2 (2) ′ . In this case, S is isomorphic to 2 A 2 (3). Then Theorem 3.1 follows from Lemma 3.4 when p = 3 and from Lemma 3.7 when p = 3.
Suppose that S is 2 G 2 (3) ′ . In this case, S is isomorphic to PSL 2 (8) and then Theorem 3.1 follows from Lemma 3.4.
Suppose that S is 2 F 4 (2) ′ . In this case, G = S and p-Sylow automizers of G have even order. So this case is excluded.
In the rest of the proof, we suppose that S is not isomorphic to B 2 (2) ′ , G 2 (2) ′ , 2 G 2 (3) ′ , or 2 F 4 (2) ′ . Then Theorem 3.1 follows from Corollary 2.4 and Lemmas 3.2-3.7.
